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Colors of daenerys dragons

At least 24 Targaryen dragons throughout the history of the royal family (and possibly a few more) Twenty dragons are still alive during the dance of dragons (three hatches too young to ride) and hatched several dead children in the predecessor, dancing never had riders. At the beginning of the dance:
Rhaenyra's forces are located at Dragonstone, there are fourteen dragons (one of which is hatching), while the forces of Aegon II at King's Landing have only six (two of which are hatched, but one of them is a large Vhagar), with only three dragons surviving the dance, they all leave the riders, although
the other hatched at the end of the war. Of the original three dragons of the Aegon Meraxes killed in Dorn during the invasion of Aegon, baler died during the peaceful reign of King Jae Hepar i, which was under a hundred years after the conquest, and Wagar was killed in the dance of dragons. A few
surviving dragons after a weak and sick dance with the last dragon (a stunted creature no bigger than a big dog) who died during the reign of Aegon III Targaryen, a dragon just 22 years after the end of the dance. The last dragon left behind several eggs, which never hatched. Later, these eggs were
destroyed or lost from history, as a result, dragons are now considered extinct. Dragon's design and appearance trivia is motivated by dragons in the movie SF Reign of Fire (2002).
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